2019 Bootcamp: Learn about graduate school in Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences!

**Apply now** for the October 18, 2019 Bootcamp (deadline to apply: August 18)!

Join us for a one-and-half day bootcamp to learn about how you can launch your career and change the world with a graduate degree in Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences! Travel funding provided to successful applicants. Learn more here: [https://events.umich.edu/event/63575](https://events.umich.edu/event/63575)

**October 17:** Dinner mixer with current PhD students

**October 18:**

- **08:00** Welcome and Introduction to NERS (led by NERS faculty)
  - Impact of NERS on societal issues
  - Milestones and timeline to PhD
  - Masters program
  - Student support (Research Assistant, Student Instructor, Fellowships)
- **09:00** Laboratory Tours (guided by NERS PhD students)
- **12:00** Lunch with current NERS PhD students
  - Panel - Life as a PhD student in NERS (current NERS PhD students)
- **13:00** Learn about NERS research options
- **14:00** Meetings with individual faculty
- **17:00** Return to hotel and dinner with current PhD students

**October 19:**

- **10:00** Improve your application to graduate school (led by NERS faculty)
  - Procuring great letter writers
  - Research and personal statements
  - GRE/TOEFL
- **11:00** Part 2. Careers in Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences
  - Industry, national laboratories, academia
- **Noon:** Depart

Contact: Prof. Annalisa Manera ([manera@umich.edu](mailto:manera@umich.edu)), Prof. Igor Jovanovic ([ijov@umich.edu](mailto:ijov@umich.edu))

[ners.engin.umich.edu](http://ners.engin.umich.edu)